
Booker T. Washington High School Course Outline for AP Language and Composition— Mrs. Waugh
Course Theme for AP Language and Composition with a focus on American Literature and Argumentation- America Singing: 

Diverse Voices in American Culture 
Freakonomics (summer reading) and Argumentation -- Inquiry questions: How can I determine figurative, connotative, and technical meanings of 
words using inferences and context in an informational text? How can I analyze the effectiveness and structure an author uses in an argument? How 
can I determine an author’s purpose in a text with effective rhetoric? How do I analyze the rhetoric, style, and aesthetics of an argument?
• essay test / project
• Monty Python’s Argument Clinic
• Essays by Orwell, Jefferson, King, Dillard
• Argumentation: Rhetorical Triangle, Appeals to Ethos, Pathos, and Logos, Toulmin, Rogerian, Classical Western
• syntactical analysis: specifically looking at Muhammad Ali, Charles Dickens, E.B. White, Kate Chopin, Frederick Douglass
• They Say, I Say
• Review AP terms, grammar, and what makes good writing (question, organization, evidence, commentary, grammar, voice/style)
• DIDLS, SOAPSTone, TPCASTT, PLEAD
• First glimpse of the AP test
Religion, Rhetoric, and Revolution - Inquiry questions:  How does conflict lead to change? What problem-solving strategies can individuals use
to manage conflict and change? How are people transformed through their relationships with others? To what extent does power or the lack of power 
affect individuals? How are prejudice and bias created and overcome? How can literature (and other art forms such as film
and TV) serve as a vehicle for social change? When and how should an individual take a stand? What writing techniques did the political writers of 
this time use to persuade people? How was propaganda used by both sides to sway people beliefs?
• “Half-Hanged Mary” by Margaret Atwood
• The Crucible by Arthur Miller
• McCarthyism and logical fallacies
• Revolutionary Period Writers : Edwards, Paine, Henry, Jefferson, Adams, Chief Red Jacket, Crèvecœur, etc.
• Annotating the prompts, Dear John, and Mad Libs
• Revising 2s and 3s — AP Rhetorical essay question 
The Great Gatsby and Disillusionment of Social Status--  Inquiry questions: To what extent does Gatsby’s wealth, and all the luxuries that it 
provides, affect his ability to achieve what he desires? How do other characters’ attitudes toward wealth affect what happens throughout the 
narrative? Can class status be changed? How does the historical context of when a text was written, or the historical setting of the narrative, affect 
current readers’ interpretations? To what extent is Fitzgerald’s message sustained or lost to present-day audiences? How do Fitzgerald’s descriptions 
of geography and setting influence our understanding of character motivations and conflicts?To what extent are characters and Americans 
disillusioned, or unsatisfied with their lives (e.g., their relationships, employment, social status, wealth, families, personal histories, etc.)?
• “Confronting Inequality” by Paul Krugman
• “Money Always Talks” by Daphne Merkin
• Poems by Dorthy Parker, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, T.S Eliot, Allen Ginsberg
• literary lenses, imitation writing
• Socratic Seminar - graded discussion
Politics, Propaganda , and Visual Rhetoric— Inquiry questions: What is the nature of the relationship between the citizen and the state?
•  “The Morals of the Prince” by Machiavelli
• “Every Dictator’s Nightmare” by Soyinka
• “The Tyranny of the Majority” by Guinier
• speeches by JFK, Lincoln, King, Queen Elizabeth
• Political cartoons and ads: 1964 Daisy Girl, 1984 Reagan vs. Mondale, 2004 Bush vs. Kerry
• Apple commercials, Adjusters
• Create your own political campaign 
Satire, Existentialism, and How to Question EVERYTHING –  Inquiry questions: How does a sane man live in an insane society?
• Various political cartoons 
• “A Modest Proposal” 
• clips from The Colbert Report and Jon Stewart 
• Catch -22 by Heller OR Invisible Man by Ellison 
• Writings by Brent Staples, Zora Neal Hurston, Sarte 
• Write your own satire 
American Adolescence: Psychology and the Bildungsroman:Inquiry questions: How do young people develop values, beliefs and a personal moral 
code? How do values and beliefs change over time? What roles do fate (including class, historical period, racial group, country of origin, genetic 
predispositions, etc.), and free will play? What common patterns (e.g. symbolic, structural, and stylistic) exist among all coming-of-age stories?
• “The Yellow Wallpaper” by Charlotte Perkins Gilman
• “The Story of an Hour” by Kate Chopin
• The Bell Jar by Plath OR The Catcher in the Rye by Salinger
• Poems and writings by Sexton, Giovanni, Cisneros, Barry, Kingston, Truth, Walker, Staples, White, Sedaris, Theroux, Ehrlich
Song of Myself: Identity, Conformity, and Society -- -How has the concept of civil disobedience influenced America?
What is the role of the individual in society? What is good for the community? What are implications for individuals?Why do people conform? Why 
do others choose not to conform? What happens as a result of these choices?



• essays by Joan Didion, William F. Buckley,
• Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac
• King’s “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” 
• Transcendentalism: Emerson and Thoreau
• Whitman, Dickinson, Brooks
• “Every Day Use” by Alice Walker
• One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey
This Land is Your Land: The American Identity— – Inquiry questions: Is a person's identity limited by birth and experience? Can a individuals 
escape the past? How and why is the search for self and essential pattern in literature and why is this search so critical to the African American 
experience? What elements of society act against an individual’s search for and understanding of self? How is American identity created?
•  Song of Solomon by Toni Morrison OR Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison
• Harlem Renaissance poems (McKay, Hughes, etc)
• Writings by Equano, Douglass, Hurston, Baldwin, King, Malcolm X, Tan, Moody, Morrison, Angelou, etc
• Community Brain: Sources Role Playing and putting the sources in conversation
• Synthesis Essay and Abstract Concepts Research paper: MLA, evaluating sources, Works Cited, etc.
The American Dream and Nightmares— - inquiry questions: What is the American dream? To what extent is it achievable by all? What values 
does it reflect?
• Paradox and Dreams — John Steinbeck
• Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller
• Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck or In Cold Blood by Truman Capote
• Academic Resumes     
• Gothic short stories by Bradbury, Faulkner, Irving, Poem James, Bierce
Modern Voices, Community, and Pop Culture: Inquiry questions:  To what extent does pop culture reflect our society’s values? What is the 
relationship of the individual to the community?
• Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury OR Cat’s Cradle OR Slaughterhouse Five by Kurt Vonnegut OR The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood
• “High School Confidential: Notes on Teen Movies” by David Denby, “What’s eating America?” by Pollan, “Kid Kustomers” by Schlosser
• Writings by Vonnegut, Walker, Kingston, Kingsolver, O'Brien, Frazier, Ehrenreich, Schlosser, etc
• SuperSize Me, “American Fat”
• “Text and Act” by Taruskin, “Society is Dead” by Andrew Sullivan
The Big AP Exam — Mysteries Unlocked and Essays Decoded
• Writing Wednesdays
• Multiple Choice Mondays
• AP Terms
• Group essay analysis 
On-going
• Sentence Composing for High School –Grammar focusing on clauses and phrases 
• Writing rhetorical analyses, arguments, and  synthesis essays will be a constant throughout this course
• SAT Vocabulary, Greek/Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes and AP literary terms with examples
• Voice Lessons focusing on diction, details, imagery, syntax, tone
• Textbooks used: Read, Reason, and Write, 50 Essays, The Norton Reader, Rhetorical Devices, The Language of Composition
• Writing Process including context/quote/analysis and peer editing
• Debate days / Current Events
• Advanced Placement in-class writing practice and practice tests
• Annotations / Close reading skills
• They Say, I Say exercises, Daily Grammar Practice, Rhetorical Grammar, Image Grammar

Movies shown throughout the year to supplement certain lessons: SuperSize Me, Dead Poets Society,  Of Mice and Men, In Cold Blood, High Cost for a Low Price, 
Waiting for Superman, The Great Gatsby, The Crucible, and various clips from historical documentaries and Disney films 
***Ideas, wording, and phrasing borrowed from Brenda Casper, Brook Bullock, and various other wonderful teachers so kind to post their lessons online.


